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About This Game

Spot Race is a little simple pair based puzzle game, which can been played when you are short in time. In this game, you do not
find extracly pairs of the same image, but you need to find a inner and a outer image instead to create a circle.

Game Modes:

3×3 grid to 100 points (Get the faste time).

5×5 grid to 300 points (Get the faste time).

5×7 grid to 500 points (Get the faste time).

3×3 grid in 2 minuttes (get maximum score).

5×5 grid in 4 minuttes (get maximum score).

5×7 grid in 4 minuttes (get maximum score).
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You can also play in a relaxed game mode, which do not have any time or score goal at all as well getting tips. This is a
unlimited mode.

This game is designed for windowed mode!
This game is a time killers game, which is often played in small sessions. So this is why this game is a windowed mode game.

You can do still uses full screen by alt/enter and back again.

Please Note:
This is a little short in time puzzle game, which the game might been used for trading cards framing. Im dont want the game

ends like that, so this game wont been released with trading cards at all. Its was meant to being a time killers game, which is a
short in time game between sessions.
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Publisher:
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time killers spot race

Love the Nancy Drew series!!!! This was a great game with a twist on the detective work, because you get to play as Ned, Bess,
and George.. A bad Battlefield clone that somehow managed to make everything it copied worse. Drone mechanics were the
only interesting thing and even then nowhere near worthwhile.

Single Player isn't worth♥♥♥♥♥♥either.. Don't buy it.
(To me) Outdated design, etc. I mistook it for another WWI game. Tried to love it. Failed.. awesome game i play this game at
13th yo nostalgic. Awesome..please make more....It scare the hell out of me, my wife, my nieces, and all her friends.. Looked
like a promising game on paper, but once you get in, you realize how little there is.

You get the opprotunity to construct tracks for the trains to drive upon while collecting stars. Thats about it. You can go inside
the train but while in VR, you have to aim a cursor at the horn and the speed of the train instead of using your actual hand. The
way you select a level is the same way, by aiming and hoping you are pointing to it. There is no walking around the table so
when you get a level that is hard to see, you have to try to adjust yourself to be able to point to it. The controls are barely
explained to where I didn't even know there was a settings menu until I was 8 levels in. I know I only played this game for 15
minutes, but I don't see any enjoyment coming from this game in the long run, just wonky VR controls.. Best compact card
game ever. A round is playable in 5 minutes. Amazing depth. Great replayability because of randomized decks (default game
mode). Fair graphics and music. Excellent for tablets. Hotseat and online multiplayer available. Not too many creatures and
spells to remember.
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I will start off by saying that I personally believe that this game in my opinion is well worth more than the price it is set for. I
sincerely hope that this game finds more publicity, because it is a darling little hidden gem. Right from the start the music and
story drew me in. I tried to pace myself in hopes that I wouldn't finish it too soon, but as it turns out there is a lot more depth to
this darling pixel game than one might think. There is layer upon layer of story to unfold with plenty of delightful puzzles along
the way. The mechanism in the game makes it all the more challenging as you try to maintain your sanity. The scene gifts you
with more than enough save points as a saving grace to the many death sequences you will face. Best of all, there are multiple
endings. Uncovering the secrets of this world a note at a time you will find yourself addicted to the cause of helping sweet
Catherine, if for no other reason than to show the game that you can in fact overcome the constant rain of death. There are
multiple twists to the story to show that everything isn't as it seems. The depth that it manages was more than enough to mark
this game as my new personal favorite.. Quick and easy 100% for achievment hunters!
All in all very simple but not bad.
9,99$ worth? no idea.
Worth to wait for discount? Sure!. Fans of the Xcom series will probably love this.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oyp2osF64dg
Fallen is a post-apocalyptic, turn based, tactical combat and strategy game where you lead your caravan on a quest for revenge.

In a World saved and destroyed by a new energy source, a quest for revenge will unveil the deepest secret on how it all began to
fall apart. - Recommended!. Old school as can be, but fun, in a turn-based, pick-up-and-deliver way. Not intense in any way,
slow paced, but light puzzles and charming theme 100% appropriate for kids - 'G'-rated Tales of Arabian nights with a bit of
Old Testament feel to it (though no Hebrews, etc.). Has a quirky combat and haggling system (same system for both tasks), and
ultralite 'management' (you are managing a caravan). If you enjoyed Drug Wars or Merchant Prince back in the day, this
scratches the same itch.. (This is written under the assumption the reader has played \/ has knowledge of One Way Heroics (base
game)).

If you played One Way Heroics and thought "I want more" this is your godsend.
(Heck it's my godsend, when my brother told me that this existed I flipped out and patiently awaited the steam release for
months).

More classes, companions, endings, items, stategies. MORE EVERYTHING!!

My only warning is that to enjoy the extended content, you must also enjoy the base game, if you don't like the base game,
buying this isn't going to change your opinion (probably).. When I started this game it became worse and worse, the first level
starts off really hard but as you play the game more you become invinsible and the combat becomes more and more boring..
Bear With Me - Episode Two is even beater then Bear with Me \u2013 Episode one. For starters it\u2019s bigger and a bit
longer then the first one, the voice acting is still good, then there is the Atmosphere in the game. It takes the creepy yet beautiful
noir Adventure, and kicks it up a good few notches with Paper City. And Paper City itself feels both real and yet something,
some kid would make up playing Detective. The humor of the game is good, but to me it did miss one or two times, when it was
funny I did get a go giggle out of it. We all so get to see more of ted and Amber\u2019s relationship, and like the first one I like
how they play off one another, you can see even more in Episode Two of their friendship and how their minds work . Now the
villain of both games the red man I have to say I really like his\/it\u2019s look, with the red hood\/raincoat those red rain boots
he\u2019s creepy yet beautiful in a weird way. We find out somethings about him I am not going to tell you those. Now in
closing this game outdoes the first Episode, with being bigger, having more pleas to go, and more fun and unique characters to
see and talk too. So if you liked Bear With Me \u2013 Episode One, you\u2019re going to love Bear With Me - Episode Two.
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